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• There is no pagination in the document. This is to allow new sections to 
be added-in as appropriate.  

• However, there is a ‘section’ title (e.g. ‘Neck and Shoulder’), which links 
the various pages under that heading, and alphabetic sub-section 
ordering (e.g. ‘Neck Area – A. Neck Stretch (Leaning), B. Neck Stretch 
(Twisting), etc). Additional sub-sections can be added using this 
approach. 

• Based upon the above process the current (May 2016) structure of the 
document is as follows (with September 2015 Updates in yellow, May 
2016 Updates in blue and September 2016 in Grey): 

 
Introduction 
 
 General Principles 
 Ki breathing 
 Ki breathing 
 Overview 
 Pressing 
 Pressing Technique 
 May 2016 Update 
 September 2016 Update 

Ki Exercises for Health 
 
Neck and Shoulder 

Neck Area  
Preface 
May 2016 Notes 
A. Neck Stretch (Leaning) 
A1 Neck Stretch 
A2 Neck Stretch 
B. Neck Stretch (Twisting) 
C. Neck Stretch (Forwards) 
D. Neck/Head Base 
D2 Neck/Head Base 
E (Head) 
F. Head Rotation 
G. Top of Head 
H. Temple 
G1. Top of Head (B, C, D cords) 

Shoulder Area  
A. Collar bone 
B. Shoulder-joint 
C. Shoulder-muscle 
C1 – Shoulder-blade 

 
Back 

A. Upper Back 
A1 – Upper Back 
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B. Lower Back (Arching) 
C. Lower Back (Twisting) 
D. Spine 
E. Bottom 
E1 - Bottom  
E2 – Bottom/Tail-Bone 

 
Face 

A1. Eye Area – Self 
A1A Eye Area - Self 
A2 Eye – Someone Else 
B. Nose and Sinus 
B2 – Nose and Sinus (particularly sinus) 
C. Mouth 
D. Ear 
E. Jaw 
D1 Ear 

 
Feet & Legs 

A. Feet (Top) 
B. Feet (Bottom) 
C. Leg Lines 
D. Legs – A Line/Cord 
E. Legs – B Line 
F. Legs – D Line 
G. Legs – C Line 
H. Legs - H Line 
I. Knees 
J. Ankles- outside 
K. Ankles – inside 
K1. Ankles 

 
Arms 

A. Arms – A cord 
A1 Arms – A cord 
B. Arms – B cord 
C. Arms – C cord 
D. Arms – D cord 
E. Wrist 
F. Hands – top 
G. Hands – bottom 
F1 and G1- Hands 
H. Elbow 

 
 
Abdomen 

Addendum 
General Principles 
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Abdomen  
 
Organs 

A. Front 
B. Back 
C. Lower Back 
A1. Front – Relaxation 
A2 Front (Kidney) 
 

Hips & Pelvis 

Hips 
A. Front 
B. Back 
C. Pelvis 
D. On side 
Supplementary Notes 
E. Front Hip/A Line 

 
 

• It should be noted that this version of notes is broadly the same as the 
last update (August 2014). The only differences are in the Introduction 
and Neck (New Preface to this Section), Back (New Section A1 Upper 
Back, New Section E1 - Bottom), Face (New Section A3, D1, E), Arms 
(New Section F1 – Hands, New Section H – Elbow), Abdomen (New 
Addendum to ‘Abdomen’ Section after ‘General Principles’ and 
‘Abdomen’), Hips & Pelvis (Supplementary Notes). 

 
• Text in [….] brackets are additions to the original seminar notes.  
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General principles 
 

1) Think through with mind before put hand on. Focussing mind – not Ki; 
this is uni-directional, but mind focus helps flow. 

2) Put hands on naturally.  
3) Do not massage (can damage tissue). Needs to be perpendicular to 

cord (this may not be to centre of body).  
4) As mind calms can feel smaller and smaller muscle fibres 
5) Maintain concentration and ‘iron-ring’ focus.  
6) Maintain Ki as take hand off. Ki flow should be continuous, avoid 

start/stop with ki, turn on the tap of ki and let it flow. 
7) As a guide, 10 seconds per point and 20 minutes per ‘area’. [Note: the 

time per area should now be much shorter – focus is on extending Ki, 
not pressing into an area for a long time. Can be just a few seconds for 
an individual spot – keep the process moving] 

8) Questions to ask people: bruise easily; poor circulation; injured beck; 
range of mobility (before and after); heart problems/left arm.  

9) Lines are highways. Can branch off and treat specific injuries. 
10) Focus not on ‘helping’, ‘healing’ ‘curing’, just allowing ‘flow’. Not a 

healing art – just allowing Ki to improve to enable self-healing. The 
process gives as much feeling of well-being to the one giving the 
treatment as the one receiving it. 

11) Testing others is just for feedback; not aiming to push over. 
12) Lines. If injury press above point, but go along lines, not spots. Do all 

lines first then go back to injury. 
13) The process of Kiatsu is a cornerstone of Ki Aikido. Tohei Sensei told 

Tabata Sensei that in time to come Kiatsu would ultimately outlive the 
martial arts aspects of Ki Aikido in being an important gift to mankind 
and a key element of the discipline.  

 
1) Self belief both parties 
2) Ki not the person 
3) Posture 
4) Keep one point (body and mind calm) 
5) Extend Ki – i.e. mind leading 
6) Relaxation – not dead and not trying too hard 
7) Weight underside 
8) Use one of above techniques at a time – not several at once = chaos! 
 
1) Tendosetsu – brace on earth; try harder – not strength 
2) Chidosetsu – light and floating feeling; natural balance and harmony  

 
Ki breathing  
 

1) Exhale as much as is relaxed – keep relaxed! 
2) Extend Ki before breath out. 
3) Only slight movement forward at end of breath. 
4) Calming rather than long breath is the target.  
5) Neither move/extend chest or stomach. 
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6) Avoid settling down or rising up (hold elbow underneath to test for 
breathing out; and shoulder for breathing in/rising up). 

7) Inhale/exhale from stationary. 
8) Think of issues for first 2/3 breaths, but then just get into rhythm.  
9) OK to have thoughts but just let go. 
10) Way of settling into Seiza – don’t ‘collapse’ at end of it. Very slightly 

leaning forward.   
11) Breathing key element of Kiatsu. Can be both formal and informal. In 

public can breathe in and out through nose, but same feeling as above. 
Possible also when walking but more difficult if more aerobic.  

 
Ki breathing  
 

1) Should not be able to identify when exhale finished and inhale started. 
Should also aim to forgot inhale/exhale after first 2/3 breaths. 

2) Can practice breaking-up the out-breath into four sets of four phases 
(4x4x4x4). Four beats to each phase, with first phase being relatively 
slow out-breath, second phase quicker, third phase slightly quicker still 
(and ‘fastest’ of all the phases), then slowing down out-breath for last 
phase.  

3) Can sometimes practice ‘silent’ breathing, especially in public places. 
Follows the same principles as normal Ki breathing, only applying in a 
less obvious way, so no obviously audible breathing out or in. This also 
applies if sick/ill, when difficult to do normal Ki breathing. If sick/ill may 
also need to do it lying down, which requires a ‘gentler’ breathing 
approach given how this position changes pressures on your anatomy. 

 
 
Overview on Revised Approach 
 

1) The Kiatsu seminar programme has been re-started. This has been to 
correct/re-adjust the teaching – or more specifically the practice of 
Kiatsu - which has tended to become more ‘technical’ orientated (i.e. 
following and focussing on the lines), rather than focussing on Ki. The 
focus is now to on extending Ki (which it always has been, but people 
have drifted more on to following lines and cords in a more mechanical 
and overly technical way). A good ki flow in the area is better than the 
getting exactly the right spot but with poor ki flow.  

2) It is not where you press that is important, but how you press. It is not 
physical. Remembering the lines is the easy part, and not as important 
as how you press.  

3) If press for too long and not extending Ki, then receiver gets tired, and 
it can actually injure the receiver to hold them for too long. This 
especially so in the neck area. Pressing should be reasonably rapid, 
and not staying in one area for too long. (The exception can be if there 
is an injury or someone is very ill. In these case one can spend hours 
extending Ki. However, must recognise the boundary between Kiatsu 
for health and injury, and clinical Ki treatment – which this programme 
does not cover). 

4) Avoid ‘technical’ focus – the approach should be extending Ki. 
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5) Fundamental to the approach is concentration. This can be difficult to 
maintain but is essential.   

6) Responsible for own life and health. If you get sick it is your fault but 
also your responsibility to get better. 

7) Teaching breathing to someone with a problem can be very beneficial. 
Ki breathing can be very useful for someone to maintain their health.  

8) In fact, Ki breathing a critical element. Don’t know how it works but it 
does. In the re-vamped Kiatsu programme Ki breathing will be in every 
session – not as an additional component, but as a core element.  

9) The Ki element is the most important part of any treatment – not the 
technical notes.  

 
Pressing  
 

1) Don’t focus on the person or sending Ki. Just extend Ki – i.e. you need 
to coordinate mind and body. You must believe/have confidence for 
this to work. 

2) In terms allowing Ki to extend, do not focus on points/lines but on the 
pressing.  

3) Pressing requires awareness. Needs feedback (from yourself and the 
receiver). You need to know the difference between Ki on and off. This 
is critical. 

4) Be critical of the process but not the results.  
5) Avoid talking when pressing.  
6) Two parts to Kiatsu. How quickly you can coordinate mind and body, 

and how long you can maintain it.  
 
Pressing Technique 
 

1) A major refinement on pressing is the underlying concept of iron-ring. 
Rather than a ‘pincer’ like movement (effectively forming an ‘O’ 
between thumb and forefinger), the technique is for a natural closing or 
touching of thumb and forefinger (as you would if picking up a piece of 
paper).  

2) It is still essential to press perpendicular to the cord. Only now 
perpendicular may be at a more acute angle to the direction that the 
end of your finger is pointing.   

3) However, important to emphasise that focus is on extending Ki to the 
whole area, so a ‘precise’ position on a cord is not as important as 
extending Ki.  

 
May 2016 Update 
 

1) Focus is on relaxation/Ki, not ‘healing’. The emphasis of Kiatsu, 
therefore, is to extend Ki rather than ‘heal’.   

2) A lot of the ‘physical’ training is being absorbed into the subconscious 
and used when needed.  

3) Kiatsu not just about health, but also on focus and concentrating on 
other parts of life. 
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4) Don’t get too hung-up on lines. Area that hurts may not be the source 
of pain/injury. It is about extending Ki infinitely.  

5) Consider a focus on ‘learning to teach’ rather than learning for the sake 
of learning, as this will help in developing understanding.  

6) When ill/injured do more Ki breathing and meditation. 
7) Need to believe there is Ki but not blind faith. Can’t do Kiatsu if don’t 

accept the concept of Ki. 
8) If you can do it on yourself you can do it on others.    

 
September 2016 Update 
 

1) Before you do anything make sure Ki is extending.  
2) Remember what is helpful to you, as you are unlikely to remember 

everything. 
3) Practice for health reasons, not healing. 
4) When send Ki whatever is capable of happening will happen 

(reinforcing the above point that you are doing Ki for health not 
‘curing’). 

5) Keep practising each day in order to maintain and improve. Small 
changes are, at this level, what you are expecting to happen. There 
may be a few ‘big’ changes/improvements, but aim is to get smaller 
and smaller changes. 

6) The mudras (hand posture with forefingers touching and rest of hand 
folded in) is a physical tool that can help coordinate mind and body. 
Emphasis is not the physical aspect in itself, but a way of kick-starting 
mind/body coordination.   

7) “Lots of different routes to the top of the mountain, and everyone takes 
their own path, but the view from the top is the same”.  

8) Ki breathing, exercises for health, or whatever commit to do should be 
done seven days a week. This will help make a difference, as the small 
changes that develop as a result of this will be valuable when feeling 
unwell/injured – i.e. can’t wait until ill to start doing these exercises. 

9) On testing partner: use same ‘level’ of Ki test between tests, i.e. don’t 
test ‘harder’ (or softer) between exercises otherwise the person being 
tested will be less trustful of results.    

 
Ki Exercises for Health (Ki Taiso) 
 
 Points below only relate to refinements to Ki Exercise for Health. Still 

need to carry out rest of exercises as before.  
 

1) Trunk Rotation. Back arm should have thumb-to-bum, with slack 
taken out. Arm across front needs to have a full stretch (to take out 
slack). Watch out to avoid pulling shoulder forward.  
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2) Lateral Trunk Bend. Important not to bend at hip. 
 

 
 

3) Bend Trunk. Important not to stick bum out as swing down. This takes 
practice to refine, and may mean cannot initially bend as far down as 
previously. This should improve.   

 
 

4) Shoulder Blade Exercise. Keep arms at chest height, and keep hands 
in place (don’t ‘pull-in’ to chest). 
 

 
 

5) Head movements. Key focus of this (especially twisting head to look 
over each shoulder) is to move from the whole spine rather than from 
the top of the neck. It is meant to be a ‘whole’ movement rather than an 
upper neck based movement. Given the intensity of moving from spine, 
then the speed such be based on the Oneness Rhythm exercises.  
 

 
 

6) Flexing Knees (Up and down). No comments on this. 
 

7) Stretching Knees (Knee bend). Do not stick bum out as bend, as per 
exercise 3. 
 

8) Arm rotations. The arms should circle in your space/centre, so do not 
over-reach or move into your partners centre. Also important to keep 
the wrist position unchanged as circle arm, so not ‘twisting’ the wrist at 
the top of the circle. 
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Preface  
 

• B and C cords are the most important cords for the neck, and 
identifying them is now different. Finding C cord is particularly 
important. It is critical that you know where to find it.  

• C cord is found by dropping down from ear, but note that B and C cord 
are very close together in this region. C cord is more at a 45O angle, 
but remember that going perpendicular to the cord.  

• Go up C cord right up to where you think is the base of the skull. In 
practice, this is likely to be hard flesh, so keep going on another nch or 
so.  

• B cord is very close to C cord at the neck/shoulder joint, and requires 
only a very small adjustment from C cord to find it.    

• Very helpful to get feedback from receiver, as finding C cord correctly 
is important, and feedback can help. However, remember that 
emphasis is extending Ki rather than perfect precision in terms of 
finding a cord/line. 

• F cord also important area. Good for migraines (and hang-overs!).  
 
May 2016 Notes 
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Neck Area  
 
• Sit behind the receiver  
• Can be at same level, but generally better on chair for the giver. 
• Receiver should bend forward and back, side to side, and over to each 

side to check mobility initially.  
• Move up/down at thumb width and generally 10 secs per spot. (Use 

thumb, but closing fingers. Can be 15-20 seconds) 
 
A. Neck Stretch (Leaning – ‘ear to shoulder’) 
 
Can keep head in place with hand on head – put avoid pushing down. [Also, 
knee to spine to support body]. Then: 
 

1) Up C cord (valley) – C cord slightly behind ear lobe. Wait until soft 
before move on) 

2) Down B cord (cord of muscle) [Can stop at top of shoulder blade or 
across shoulder] 

3) Across top of shoulder blade to tip of shoulder [stop at scapula, and 
don’t press bone] 

4) Up C beyond initial starting point 
5) Down D – use finder tips and only on neck 
6) Press space between C and B 
7) Back to start point on C cord [hold C to bring back – can be anywhere 

on C cord] 
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A1. Neck Stretch (Leaning – ‘ear to shoulder’) 
 

1) Point noted in May 2016 seminar is that press towards the back/back 
of neck when doing C cord, rather than pressing ‘forwards’.  

 
 
A2. Neck Stretch (Leaning – ‘ear to shoulder’) 
 

1) Important to correctly locate C cord. To help, start by keeping chin level 
(i.e. do not twist head at this point). C cord should be more visible in 
this position, but may help to move to the side to see it, particularly if 
sitting in a chair and receiver is sitting on the floor. 

2) The last inch up the C cord is the most important; where move into 
skull area. Note that not actually pressing into the skull, only to tissue 
area surrounding it. This is a key area where headaches can start.  

3) C and B lines are just slight adjustments; not taking fingers off for a 
‘new’ line, just re-aligning fingers – see ‘Preface’ above.   
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B. Neck Stretch (Twisting – ‘looking left and right’) 
 
Support head under the chin, then using fingers:  
 

1) Down D cord 
2) Down C cord 
3) Down B cord 
4) Down A cord [Two fingers in towards side of spine] 

[Can also do into shoulder blade as part of this move] 
5) Hold D cord to return to centre 

 

 
 
[Lift-up chin slightly on B and A cords] 
[Can turn back to centre to find cords, as can be difficult] 
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C. Neck Stretch (Forwards – ‘head forwards and backwards’) 
 

1) Ki into B cord and go down vertebrae – use thumb 
2) Receiver stretches forward (i.e. ‘touching toes’) and then leans back 

(i.e. ‘looking at ceiling’). [Ki in on bend forwards. Then take slack off 
before lean back, and arch back when lean back. March 2014 update]. 

3) For first 3 to 4 bend wrist and elbows to re-align correctly with 
movement of head 

4) Receiver pushes head into thumb as twist back – to point they are 
comfortable with. [At shoulder area – one arch – and follow in].  

5) Go to about mid-point on shoulder blade – i.e. where vertebrae do not 
move. [Don’t let them lean weight into you].  
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D. Neck/Head Base (‘moving along base of skull’) 

1) Thumb into base of cranium and press in and up. 
2) Make sure on skull not spine.  
3) Move thumb along. At mid-point (by spine) spend longer.  

[Alternative to straight across is to twist head slightly to the side and go 
across, and repeat on other side] 

 

 
 
E. Head (‘holding front and back of head’) 

1) Hold with one hand on forehead and other at back of head. 
2) Apply gentle pressure and hold. 

 

 
 
 
F. Head Rotation  

1) Press into C cord  
2) Receiver rotates head (left rotation then right rotation – i.e. circles 

around and around). [Can also do on B cord] 
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G. Top of Head 
 

1) This would normally fall between stages D and E above.  
2) Put hands on top of skull, with thumb towards middle of head and little 

fingers on the outside – a ‘natural’ position.  
3) Good for circulation in this area. 

 
 

 
 
H. Temple 
 

1) This would normally fall between stages E and F above.  
2) From behind, fingers to the D area by the temples and move along the 

D band towards the back of the head.  
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(October 2014 Update) 
 
 
D1. Neck/Head Base (‘moving along base of skull’) 

1) Press/hold head as a ball, so not just one hand, and should be big 
feeling. Need to press firmly not gently across F cord area.  

2) Rest your hand on your leg if you are sitting on a chair pressing the 
recipient. 

3) If doing by self then lean back into it, rather than trying to press in.  
4) Then can do D cord by ear, which is soft ‘void’ area behind ear and 

edge of skull. Press gently. Good for eye, ears, nose and mouth.   
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G1. Top of Head (C, B, D cords) 
 

1) Addition to G above is to go from front to back of head. 
2) B line pressed first, then C line.   
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Shoulder Area 
 
A. Collar bone (3 elements)  
 

1) Press into E point on shoulder blade and bring receivers arm back 
behind them.    

2) Do not bring arm back too far and keep below the horizontal. 
3) Just iron-ring around the collar-bone, and then along the collar-bone 

itself, but just touching gently. 
4) Pressing in and hooking-up into the collar-bone. 
5) Then press on edge of joint at the end of the collar-bone/shoulder joint. 
6) (Can also press down towards the heart – rather than hook-in) 
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B. Shoulder-joint  
 

1) Press point just below top joint in shoulder – there is a ‘gap’ at this 
point. 

2) Can be up to 5 minutes if there is an injury. 
3) Then move around to the back of joint. 
4) Then move around to front of joint  
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C. Shoulder-muscle  
 

1) Support the arm, and do not let them hold it stiff. 
2) Press down A cord to elbow. 
3) Then raise arm and pull slightly. 
4) Down A cord again. 
5) Then B cord for the shoulder (may need to repeat a few times). 
6) Then arm behind back and receiver hold in place. Press into H cord 

(approx 2-3 inches down from shoulder). Use finger tips – the thumb is 
just for support, and Ki directed into the body.  
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C1. Shoulder-muscle (Shoulder-blade) 
 

1) Go down B cord first, on both sides of the spine. Start at point half-way 
up the shoulder blade. 

2) Looking for ribs to spread out. Ask them to take a deep breath. 
3) Receiver to hold hand/arm in front and gently pull down. Then go down 

around shoulder-blade area.  
4) If still tight go down the A cord. Start with one thumb going down first, 

then a 1,2 movement down with both thumbs.  
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A. Upper Back  
 

1) Breathe in and out at the ‘triangle’ area.  
2) Go down B cord. 
3) Down between B and A cord. 
4) Down between B and D cord (D cord = shoulder blade). 
5) Then bring receiver arm across front of body for them to hold.  
6) Then D cord – bottom of shoulder blade and then top of shoulder 

blade.  
7) Then E cord (both hands), which is half way up shoulder blade – see 

pg 41. 
8) Then around ‘triangle’ area, between shoulder blade and spine, putting 

arm down at this point. 
9) Then front collar bone and bring arm back (see Collar-bone notes 

under NECK AND SHOULDER). 
10) Then back to ‘triangle’ and down B again. 
11) Triangle and deep breaths. 
12) Emphasis is keep going until resistance removed. 
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A1. Upper Back (Arching – Forward and Back) 
 

1) Note that this is covered as ‘Neck Area. C Neck Stretch (Forwards)’ in 
these notes. Points 2) to 6) below are effectively a repeat of this. 
However, September 2015 Update has additional sequence and, 
critically, the pressing is different. Go in and up, remembering to send 
Ki in parallel. This is a key difference to previous.  

2) Ki into B cord and go down vertebrae – use thumb. Brace arms 
together so receiver is putting pressure on – not you.  

3) Receiver stretches forward (i.e. ‘touching toes’) and then leans back 
(i.e. ‘looking at ceiling’). Ki in on bend forwards. Then take slack off 
before lean back, and arch back when lean back.  

4) For first 3 to 4 bend wrist and elbows to re-align correctly with 
movement of head. 

5) Receiver pushes head into thumb as twist back – to point they are 
comfortable with. At shoulder area – one arch – and follow in.  

6) Go to about mid-point on shoulder blade – i.e. where vertebrae do not 
move. Don’t let them lean weight into you. 

7) Then, they twist to left and go down B and C cords. (Same as ‘Back. C 
Lower Back (Twisting)’ in these notes.  

8) Then back to centre and arch forward and back again, and then twist to 
the right and repeat.  
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B. Lower Back (Arching) 
 

1) Start slightly higher than ‘end’ point of Lower Back pressing. 
2) Start on B cord. 
3) Receiver bends forward and back and arches on return. Keep the arch 

for 3-4 seconds.  
4) Move down the B cord as stretch forward.  
5) Go down to upper pelvis area.  
6) Then area between B and C cord, then C cord.  
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C. Lower Back (Twisting) 
 

1) Press into B cord – at same start point as Lower Back (Arching) - and 
then receiver twists to left first 

2) Go down B cord in this position 
3) Return to start area of B cord and twist back to normal position 
4) Then press into C cord and repeat sequence.  For C cord more 

‘pressure’ used – press in then angle then press. This done as go 
down the cord. 

5) At ileum go across and do F and G cords. 
6) Return to start area of C cord and twist back to normal position. (Note 

that C line position changes as twist back) 
7) When done both sides, press into C cord and carry out forward and 

back sequence as for Lower Back (Arching). 
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D. Spine 
 

1) Receiver lying down or sitting up – each has a different feel. 
2) Feel over back to get impression of it. 
3) B cord – walk down alternating movement of thumb.  
4) A cord – next to spine but not on it.  
5) Naturally press with thumb to hook up, but can ‘lean’ over to other side 

and press back with fingers.  
6) Press down and hook in towards spine.  
7) Thumb press with two hands and move down spine to tail bone.  
8) Try not to leave gaps, and press for 4-5 secs. Do both sides and take 

20 mins.  
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E. Bottom 
 

1) Note that order of lines is incorrect in the book. 
2) Go down B first. Thumb pressing up into the bone with fingers to the 

side. Start from spine outwards. 
3) Down C line using thumb. 
4) Down D line using thumb. 
5) A line from spine outwards. Hook slightly down into hip-bone. Spend 

more time here, especially close to spine. 
6) Go straight in on ‘inside’ line of sacrum. Bone, so no feeling of 

movement.  
7) Go into outside line of sacrum.  
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E1. Bottom 
 

1) In middle of bottom – good for sciatica and for relieving exhaustion. 
Key nerve running up through this area. Receiver lying on stomach.  

2) Need to go in deep and let Ki flow – moving from one point. Don’t move 
arms – i.e. almost bending-over them, but not pushing in to them. 

3) Then bend leg and knee and get cord moving to find it easier. 
4) May need to press and try – to get the right feeling. Don’t assume it is 

working – i.e. get receiver to stand up and see if working.  
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E2. Bottom/tail-bone 
 

1) Go over A cord over the tail-bone area (both sides of spine, using 
thumbs). Lots of nerves in this area. 

2) Then hands on top of each other over this area. Bottom hand relaxed, 
top hand with some pressure.  

3) Then go over spine with fingers, but just sending Ki rather than 
pressing. 
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A1. Eye area – Self [Note – important changes to this from Sept 2015] 
1) Press across A line, just above eyebrow. Press 3 times.  
2) Press across B line – inner edge of orbit by edge of bone. Nerve 

passes through this area. Use thumb, with fingers as a rest. 
3) There is a ‘notch’ in middle of B line – spend more time there.  
4) Touch C line – upper edge of eye. Use fingers.  
5) D line is not a line but surface of eye, so no weight must be used. 

Cover eye with fingers. Spend long time on this area. Press once only, 
not three times.  

6) E line opposite to A line. 
7) F line is on top of cheek bone and below E. 
8) B, C and D are most important lines.  

 
A1A. Eye area – Self 

1) Now press each line once, but repeat the sequence three times. 
(Previously it was go across each line and press in three places)  

2) Press across A line. This is on/just below eyebrow (not above it as 
before). Thumb used on self.   

3) Press across B line – inner edge of orbit by edge of bone. Nerve 
passes through this area. Finger used (rather than thumb as 
previously). 

4) There is a ‘notch’ in middle of B line – spend more time there.  
5) Touch C line – upper edge of eye socket. Use fingers.  
6) D line is not a line but surface of eye, so no weight must be used. 

Cover eye with fingers. Spend long time on this area. Can use thumb 
pressing into cheek area in order to judge depth.   

7) E line opposite to A line. 
8) F line is on top of cheek bone and below E. 
9) B, C and D are most important lines. 
10) Should be no arm movements – all from finger tips and very small 

movement. 
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A2. Eye area – On Someone Else 
 

1) Lie them down. Generally work from kneeling above their head, but can 
be at side. Broad sequence as A1 above.  

2) A line – can use thumb of finger. 
3) B line – use fingers 
4) C line – use fingers 
5) D line – use fingers. Can also press into F line from here. 
6) E line – use fingers 
7) F line – use fingers 

 

 
 
(October 2014 Update)
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B. Nose and sinus 
 

1) Press A line along-side of nose} (Can use iron ring with one hand  
2) Press B line across cheek area}  for each of these) 
3) Press C line ‘under’ cheek bone – press ‘in’ and ‘up’. (Can do both 

sides at same time) 
4) D line about 1 inch above eyebrows (Can start with this) 
5) Press around temple area for E – which is an area not a line. (Can 

move to this from C line) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(October 2014 Update – in italic) 
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B1. Nose and sinus (particularly for sinus) 
 

1) Go across area above eye-brow (using thumb). Repeat three times. 
(Relates to D line in ‘B Nose and sinus’ above). 

2) Then hook under cheek bone area with thumb and go down.  
3) Pinch nose. 
4) If pressing self, then put head into hand. 
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C. Mouth  
 

1) A line runs from end of lip to edge of nose 
2) B line runs ‘over’ the top of the teeth, from end of lip to ‘centre’ of nose 

(root of teeth) 
3) C line in over base of teeth (gumline) 
4) D line – opposite to B 

 

 
 
D. Ear (See D1 Ear for September 2015 Update) 
 

1) Press soft spot in centre of ear (generally with thumb) 
2) Press line in front of ear from top to bottom. Can be with fingers from 

the back, or thumb from the side. 
3) Apply ‘iron-ring’ behind ear – fingers into ear/skull join, and thumb at 

back of head. 
 

 
 
E. Jaw  
 

1) Press into joint area between upper and lower jaw. Open and close jaw 
and press in (no strength applied) 

2) Press into temple area, with jaw closed. This an area not specific point. 
 

 
(October 2014 Update – in italic) 
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D1 Ear 
 

1) This is a modification of the technique used in ‘D Ear’ from October 
2014 

2) Use middle finger and press in front of soft spot in centre of ear. (Can 
have thumb on the skull behind the ear whilst doing this) 

3) Hook in – 1,2; 1,2 etc 
4) Go down ear doing this. 
5) Can do both ears at the same time.  
6) Then can press with thumb behind the ear. Support head with hand 

whilst doing this.  
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A. Feet (Top) 
 

1) Press along lines A to E on ‘top’ of bones. 
2) At end of each line ‘pull and hook’ the toe. 
3) Then do between bones (actually the tendons) – pressing ‘into’ 

bone/tendon. 
4) Repeat stage 4 on the other side of bon/tendon. 
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B. Feet (Bottom) 
 

1) Need to go deep as tissue tough on foot, but not hard.  
2) Press from ankle along to big toe, and ‘hook and pull’. 
3) Press B line (from end of foot to third toe). 
4) Press rays (i.e. between toes). 
5) Press along bones and ‘hook and pull’ toes.  
6) Go around the ball of big toe with iron-finger. Depends upon individual 

foot as to how do it, can be similar to going round bottle-top.  
7) Press into ridge by the bid toe. Use thumb pressure – can create 

‘sharp’ feeling.  
8) As with fingers, extremities are important, doing self Kiatsu on the toes 

can help with one’s own sense of balance in movement. 
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C. Leg Lines   
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D. Legs – A Line/Cord 
 

1) Move down A line from hip. Hold cord as move down so as not to 
release tension.  

2) Hook in with thumb, not push, and should create a sharp feeling.  
3) Ideally leave one hand at top of leg (but can walk down together). 
4) Follow 1,2 motion, with thumbs following each other down (if walking 

hands down). End at big middle toe.   
 

 
 
E. Legs – B Line 
 

1) Use ‘natural hand’ shape and move from top of leg down. Move from 
one point, rather than moving/pushing into leg. Thumb goes into point 
with fingers over leg. Can be sensitive area.  

2) Walk hands down from hip, going through the knee area. 
3) Will need to kneel down low to put in Ki. 
4) Below knee press into bone (using iron ring) 
5) Go behind ankle and out to 5th toe. 
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F. Legs – D Line 
 

1) Similar to B line, but avoid knee area, and using fingers.  
2) Go past ankle bone and on to big toe. 

 
G. Legs – C Line 
 

1) Receiver needs to be on stomach.  
2) Hands parallel to each other at start by top of leg, into backside. 
3) Leap-frog hands down (rather than walk them down). 
4) Do not press into knee area, and below knee may need to support leg. 
5) At bottom lift leg to put tension on achilles. 
6) Fingers down along bottom of foot to middle toe.    

 

 
H. Legs – H Line 
 

1) Hook into to inside of shin-bone. 
2) Will be ‘mushy’ and leave indents when press. Keep pressing until 

gone. 
3) Good for after exercise. 
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I. Knees  
 

1) Whilst leg straight (but not completely on floor) press into ‘eyes’.  
2) As bend knee upwards hook in and press into eyes. Aim is to soften 

them – if injury may not be soft. 
3) Can press in between eyes afterwards (patella ligament). 
4) Then bend know and straighten out all the way, possibly several times, 

keeping touch on. May need to move thumb to keep position.  
5) Then move across side of knee joint, both sides.  
6) Then along the C line (just above the knee) all around to the top of the 

eyes. Use thumb.  
7) Then along D line, about 1 inch above knee. Go round to bottom of 

eyes, using thumb. Good for injuries. 
8) Then press ‘cap’. Just use fingers and thumbs (one hand) on top of 

knee. Should be a little bit of movement. Hook in and send Ki 
underneath.  

9) Then whole joint – one hand on top and one underneath, but do not 
press into sciatic nerve at back of knee. Be careful over angle press at.  
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J. Ankles - outside 
 

1) Go down B line (underneath ankle) by edge of bone and hook in. Out 
to little toe. [For injury can start from knee]. 

2) Then B prime (just behind the E line). Goes between achilles tendon 
and ankle bone, then underneath the side of foot and to little toe. 

3) Then E line to 2nd small toe.   
[Can also go across the foot, where joins ankle. Can also ‘twist’ the foot 
to replicate injury and go in] 

 

 
 
K. Ankles - inside 
 

1) D line. Side of foot (just below ankle) on arch and hooking in. out to big 
toe.  

2) D prime. Just behind D line, on underside of arch. Out to big toe.  
3) H line. Above ankle bone, and across the top of the foot to second toe.  
4) Then do ‘triangle’ area behind the ankle – both sides of the foot.  
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K1 Ankles 
 

1) Following on from K above, can go round ankle area. 
2) Then go to sensitive area in front of ankle and above. Take-off slack, 

and move feet round and round, and stretch back toes.  
3) Then stand person up and go to this soft spot and raise foot and press 

into it. Do not release, but go further in as foot comes down (Do not do 
on a fresh injury  
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A. Arms – A cord (See A1 Arms for September 2015 Update) 
 

1) Find A cord under tissue but don’t press hard. 
2) Walk hand down (using two hands). Keep hold of cord.  
3) Start from top of arm, through the elbow and on to lower arm.  
4) 5 seconds per touch. Go right down to middle finger.  

 

 
 
B. Arms – B cord 
 

1) B cord on ‘out-side’ to A (i.e.by little finger).  
2) Use thumb to press onto this cord.  
3) Go out to little finger.  
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A1. Arms – A cord (September 2015 Update) 
 

1) Focus is now whole cord, rather than every line/spot.  
2) Line up with A cord and then press perpendicular to the cord. 

(Remember to use new iron-ring approach) 
3) Previously walked down the cord, now just press the whole area.  
4) Same principles apply to whole arm – cords B to D in other words.  
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C. Arms – C cord 
 

1) Use fingers – effectively underneath the arm. 
2) Go to middle finger again – on top or underneath, whichever is natural. 
3) Can do A and C together as opposite – use iron ring.   

 

 
 
D. Arms – D cord 
 

1) Always keep hand in same position. 
2) D cord runs through the bicep – but skip over elbow.  
3) Go to thumb.  
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E. Wrist  
 

1) Start on top with iron ring. 
2) Go round the wrist in ‘static’ form.  
3) Then iron ring on side and bend/flex joint and go round (goose-neck). 

Bend as far as natural.  
4) Narrower the gap between bones equals degree of tension.  

 
 

F. Hands – top 
 

1) On upper hand, press down and hook into bone (both side of bone). 
2) For fingers apply iron ring. Move down to joint, and move joint.  
3) Then do side of fingers.  
4) Then do diagonal side of fingers. 
5) Then hold hand, relax it, then stretch out. Wiggle the thumb to side.  
6) Important to do self kiatsu on the fingers, the extremities are important 

 
 

 
 
G. Hands – bottom 
 

1) Press between lines of fingers (i.e. the bones). 
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F1 and G1. Hands  
 

1) Previously did the 8 lines separately, and ‘hooking-in’.  
2) Now the emphasis is on doing the new version of iron-ring to cover two 

set of lines at same time, with a much more rapid coverage of the 
hand.  
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H. Elbow  
 

1) Press just below elbow.  
2) Press in and out and ‘twist’ arm slightly. Then pull at the end.  
3) The twist is important. It is a natural twist, as when throw. (Good for 

tennis elbow).  
4) Can do on self, but requires different positioning.  
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Addendum 
 

1) Emphasis is now the principle underlying the new iron ring approach – 
finger more at a 450 angle, rather than ‘pointing-in’ or hooking in to the 
abdomen. This is important.  

2) Still essential that there is no pushing in, as a sensitive area.  
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General principles 
 

1) No pushing as can bruise organs. 
2) Should feel very light. 
3) Good for exhaustion and general sickness. 
4) Often press small of back at same time; more so for chronic conditions.  
5) Liver can be treated – via abdomen.    
6) Details not correct in book. 

 
Abdomen  
 

1) Touch with fingers for 2-3 mins at point 1, just below sternum. Other 
zones for 1 minute.  

2) One hand above and one below navel at point 2. 
3) Two hand below navel at point 3. 
4) Zone closer to giver (kneeling on right) – point 4. 
5) Keep point 5 below rib cage.  
6) Point 6 just below rib cage but further to centre of body.  
7) Sit on their right side and find sternum. [Sit to right of person normally] 
8) Should be able to feel breathing, and also pulse (probably). 
9) Press at 90 degrees.  
10) Once soften, will remain hard point. Don’t press, just keep touch there.  
11) Should be big feeling – Ki to back of spine. 
12) Release gently. 
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Organs  
 
• Sit to right of receiver (but can adjust if need to). 
• Similar process to Abdomen, but do front and back. 
 
A. Front  

 
1) For Kidney and Liver. Go underneath rib cage – down straight then 

hook in. Use fingers. 
2) As for position 1), only leaning over Abdomen area. Use fingers.   

 
B. Back  
 

1) Move hands over back to check for any oddities. Hands next to each 
other.  

2) Can go over ‘problem’ areas with hands on top of each other.  
3) Go down A cord to hip – using thumb.  
4) Go down B cord. 
5) Go down C cord if swollen. (C cord should be parallel to B in this 

position).   
 
C. Lower Back (good for constipation and cramp) 
 

1) Go down A cord by sacrum (by edge of bone). Use thumb.  
2) Do either side of tail-bone. 
3) Then up B cord and down again. 
4) Then up C cord and down again.  
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A1. Front – Relaxation 
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A2. Front (Kidney) 
 

1) Start at Number 1 position by sternum with both hands (see ‘Abdomen’ 
notes above). Small finger of left hand should be touching sternum. 

2) Move down to Number 2 position. 
3) Then move to kidney area under ribs, but towards the edge of the 

organ not directly on it. (Started at position Number 5 on ‘Abdomen’ 
note above and then went across to Number 7, but not essential to 
follow this order).   
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Hips 
 
A. Front (person lying on their back) 
 

1) Move leg towards buttocks and side to side to check for mobility. 
2) Find ball and socket joint, and aiming for the ‘opening’ in the joint. (Not 

easy with the muscle in this area). 
3) Start slowly then go in stronger. 
4) Move around the bone. 
5) Move leg forward and backward to find the joint (rather than to input 

Ki). 
6) Go round the joint from top to bottom. 
7) Release slowly. 
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B. Back (person lying on their front) 
 

1) Check for mobility. 
2) Can move leg to find joint. 
3) May need to kneel low to get in to joint.  

 

 
 
C. Pelvis  
 

1) Go under pelvic bone area to start and along it. 
2) Move upwards and on top of bone. 
3) Go straight down – into the space. 
4) Then along inside of pelvic bone.  

 

 
 
D On side  
 

1) Move leg to check mobility and to find joint (although generally easier 
in this position).  

2) Push into the joint, then stretch leg out (‘length’ ways), then across 
body, and bent across body). 
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Supplementary Notes  
 

1) The September 2015 seminar had some variations on the hip and 
pelvis, although overall process broadly the same.  

2) Use of hands is very important – rather than the arms. This is a new 
emphasis compared to the previous notes.  

3) In terms of ‘A Hips Front’ (person lying on their back) a key issue is 
distinguishing between the pelvis (upper bone) and the hip (lower bone 
area). Need to press underneath the hip and go round.  

4) In terms of ‘B Hip Back’ (person lying on their front) can raise both legs 
back from knee and move out from the body to check mobility. Then 
press into hip.  

5) In terms of ‘D On Side’ can put cushion between legs to help receiver. 
Lift leg up away from the body and can then press into hip from that 
positon. Go all way round the joint. Can also twist leg at same time to 
get into more areas. 

6) Receiver on back again and then do knee, but mainly into the ‘eye’ 
area. Then ankle (on inside of leg), and then pull and stretch. 

7) Then do feet (with receiver on front). Bend leg at knee and press down 
on base of foot, pushing down the toes. Press across B line, and then 
with thumb by the toe.  

8) Then feet (with receiver on back). Hook from ends of toe. (Can be 
sharp feeling). Can then press foot is still stiff.  
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E Front Hip/A Line 
 

1) A cord starts from stomach area, below navel.  
2) Go down A cord from above area, which is just inside of hip. 
3) Hold cord with one hand and go down cord with another hand to knee.  

 

 


